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Andrea Joyce Heimer’s paintings hum with commotion, mixing mundane occurrences of
suburban life with occult imagery and magical messages. She paints a world of séances
and block parties, orgies and barbeques, healing waterfalls and slumber parties, all of
them creating a personal mythology based on her childhood in a suburban Montana
neighborhood.

The Washington-based artist is as much a storyteller as she is a painter. She was
adopted as a baby and says she felt like an outsider growing up in her home. She became
observant, always looking out into her immediate world for kinship and
understanding. “I paint about connections with other people and the magic in that,” she
says. Her work reflects a childlike perspective that is as knowing as it is naive. Like all

children, she filled in gaps of understanding with her own limited knowledge and a bit of
imagination. She gives her paintings long narrative titles that also reflect both the
familiarity and the magical realism of her work. Some viewers will instantly identify with
a title like As Young Girls So Much Of Our Adolescent Power Was Spent Willing The
Phone To Ring, And When It Did It Seemed The Whole Universe Had Sweetly Tuned
Itself To Our Wants, And When It Didn’t It Seemed The Blackness of Space Would
Forever Conspire Against Us. Other paintings read more like science fiction or occult
literature: The Spaceman Would Not Let Her Come With Him, Nor Would He Stay.
And herein lies a huge draw for her work. Heimer’s sense of isolation permeates her
paintings. The narrator is almost always on the periphery, removed from
the commotion. This distance sometimes drops away in startling ways as she
plainly expresses something deep and difficult about her experiences. Again, you find it
in the titles: You Gave Me Away When I Was Born. This Is True Whether I Am Lost In
The Forrest, Wading In The Ocean, Or Walking In The Zoo. I Still Look For You, Do
You Look For Me? In this painting, men and women stand on a hillside at
sunset, occupied with their own small affairs. The narrator is not present, but the feeling
of deep grief and isolation is palpable.
Heimer abandons photorealism for a form that is much more true to the way memory
works. She made the choice early on to eschew perspective: the figures in her paintings
don’t cast shadows, very little is drawn to scale, and there’s an overall lack of physical
depth. This doesn’t render as a pictorial naiveté but rather reminds us of how our
memories wrap around events and contort them, exaggerating some details while
jettisoning others. The results are rich with color and detail. Wallpaper and bed sheets
have detailed patterns like tiny dancing couples, little teddy bears holding two balloons,
or swirling tornadoes. These often suggest the theme of the painting. It’s these details
that make Heimer’s work such a treat. There is something obsessive and lonely in them;
the visual clutter produces an anxiety in already absurdist scenes.
The lack of lineal perspective draws attention to a theme in her critique of suburban life:
what’s on the surface may not be what’s really going on. For example, Heimer doesn’t
shy away from issues of race in her work. She depicts Black families and American Indian
peoples regularly. “I grew up in Montana, and there wasn’t a lot of racial diversity. We
didn’t have a lot of Black people, but there were tons of Native Americans and many of
them lived on reservations. They live over there, and we live over here. I was always
uncomfortable with that,” she says. This is just one example of social mores that are
played out in her paintings, bringing depth and intentionality to otherwise innocuous
scenes.
See Andrea Heimer’s work at CG2 August 1 through 28. A reception for Recent
Works will be held August 1 from 6 to 9 p.m. For more information
visit www.cg2gallery.com.
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